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NOMENCLATURE

AQA Angle of attack

ay, Lateral acceleration at pilot's stationF
ft/sec2

b Wing span, ft

CAS Command augmentation system

a ~Wing mean aerodynamic chor'd,ft.0

Clf3 Effective dihedral derivative., 1/deg

C26 Aileron effectiveness derivative, 1/deg

'6 Rolling spoiler effectiveness derivAtive,0

CL stk Lateral stick effectiveness derivative, 1/in.
(c25 t, 8.o8 cy + 11 .58 q~

Cnp Directional stability derivative, 1/deg

Cn~d Cn~cos m. - -r C, sin m, 1/deg

CnF), Yaw due to ailerons, I/deg

Cnb,,Yaw due to rolling spoilers, 1/cieg

C~t 8.0 Cn + 11.58 C3,, 1/in.

FOS Flight control system

9 Gravitational constant, 32.2 ft/sec2

hi Altitude, ft

ýX.JYJJZMoments of inertia about body axes, slug-ft
2

IxZ Product of inertia about body axes, slug-ft
2

Xa. a/m 1/sec2

Xp~ ~ if6p /sec2

4p c46p 1/sec
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NOMNCLATURE (continued)

CCMIN Total aerodynamic moments about bod~y axes x, y, z
respectively Cn b a

LCDP Lateral control divergence parameter, Cnp- 0C

m Aircraft mass, slugs

M Mach number

nz Normal acceleration, g

NC
N P !Nýp1see2

NZSa ýN/Iba, 1/sec
2

NE)oH bN/I6DH, 1/sec 2

a Numerator of the transfer functions for stabilator

Ngstab control of pitch attitude

p,q,r Total inertial angular velocities about body axes$
deg/sec

Pc Roll rate command, deg/sec

PSG Post stall gyration

Dynamic pressure, psi'

s Laplace operator,a E ju

S Wing reference area, ft 2

SAS Stability augmentation system

SRI Stick-to-rudder interconnect

t Time

Te Time constant of first-order nonminimum phase03 root of Ne (coupled)
•stab

uv,w Perturbational linear velocities along the x, y,
and z body axes, ft/sec

VT Total linear velocity, ft/sec

W Aircraft weight, lbs

XYZ Aerodynamic forces along an axis system with x axis
aligned with the total velocity vector; z axis in
aircraft plane of symmetry pointing down; and y axis
orthogonal to x and z axes and positive out right wing
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NOMENCLATURE (concluded)

Z-w Total external force due to aerodynamics, thrust, and
gravity acting along th2 z axis

M Angle of attack, deg

a.Peak a prior to control neutralization, Bihrle criteria

Sideslip angle, deg

ba Aileron surface deflection, deg

8stk Lateral stick deflection, (8.08pa + 11.58 bsp), in.

Fr Rudder surface deflection, deg

bap Rolling spoiler surface deflection, deg

bstab Horizontal stabilator surface deflection, deg

Time constant of SRI lag

pG,•r Euler angles between gravity-orientcd inertial
axis and aircraft body axis, deg

Total angular velocity, 'pL + q2 + rý, ft/sec

Natural frequency of complex NTk root

0)d Natural frequency of dutch roll

d. .
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SECTZON I

Z1MTODUCTION

The principal goals and accomplishments of this research program aro

documented in Part I, "Analysis and Sinulation" (Ref. 1). Part II docu-

ments a portion of the piloted simulation and data analysis performed at

the request of the U. S. Navy, Naval Air Development Center, which pro-

vided a portion of the sinulation funds. The NADC desired that the high

AOA, open-loop, full-control-deflection, departure-inducing maneuver emp-

loyed in Ref. 2 be performed in a piloted simulation. The object was to

determine if results are comparable to those obtained in purely digital

computation (simalation) runs and to obtain pilot assessment of the ma-

neuver's validity in evaluating airframe departure susceptibility. In

addition, the departure susceptibility of the simulated aerodynamic con-

figurations was predicted using the analytic criterion of Ref. 2 and

compared with similar predictions based upon the closed-loop criterion

of Ref. 3.

For a number of years, a principal coiicern of the fighter aircraft

industry has been design for high AOA departure resistance. Departure is

defined (Ref. )i) as:

"... the event in the post-stall flight regime which
precipitates entry into a post-stall gyration, spin,
or deep-stall condition. The departure may be charac-
terized by divergent, large-amplitude, uncommanded
aircraft motions, such as nose-slice or pitch-up.
Departure is synonymous with complete loss of control."

However, pilots generally place a rate threshold on the uncommanded miotion.

Rates below the threshold are interpreted, as natural warning that a limit is

being (has been) reached, that the pilot must back off to regain positive

control. If the aircraft returns to controlled flight the aircraft is

considered departure resistant. Rates above the threshold raise the dis-

.4, tinct problem of the pilot not being able to prevent the uncommanded notion

.... .. . .. .,. ..H .



from continuing, if Lhis is the case (e.g., afttr a siight delay in

neutralizing controls), the aircraft is considered departure-susceptible.

The aircraft is considered extremely susceptible if departure gencrally

occurs with the normal application of pitch control alone, or with snall

roll and yaw control inputs (Ref, 4).

Thus, departure susceptibility involves two aspects: open-loop

st.itic and dynemic staoility, and pilot/vehicle closed-loop stability.

The first is relatively straightforward to predict or demonstrate, in-

cluding the influences of steady aggravated control inputs. The seccad

is riot, since it may be dependent upon pilot technique or skill.

This volume presents a review of the aerodynamic parameters shown in

Part I to dominate high AOA dynamic characteristics; a brief descrip-

tion of two critEria currently being propoaed or utilized for analytical

prediction of high AOA departure susceptibility; and results of two 4eries

of simulations applied to evaluate these criteria. The simulations con-

sisted of: first, a fully digital, unpiloted, computer analysis (described

in Prcet IIi); and, second, a piloted simulation (described in Parts I

and I11).

A. KEY IGH AOA PARAMETERS

The key aerodynamic derivatives shown in the Ref. 1 analysis to domin-

ate aircraft open-loop departure warning, susceptibility, and severity are

summarized in Table I. On the left are the key open-loop parameters, on

the right are the maneuver-limiting dynamic characteristics associated with

the open-loop parameter. Negative N6a or N8, (differential stabilator) is

a causal factor of roll reversal. This information is nothing new; the ef-

fect has been observed on a number of aircraft. Adverse "aileron" yaw is a
key parameter in that it signifies the onset of large sideslip excursions in
maneuvering flight. The second open-loop parameter identified is lv, pitching

moment due to sideslip. Positive Mf results in pitch-up with sideslip; neg-

ative, pitch-down. The remaining static coupling and cross-coupling deriv-

atives (and the one damping derivative) all contribute to wing rock, nose

slice, and roll divergence characteristics. A given aircraft response de-

pends upon the relative values of these six coefficients. One can get any

2
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or all of these motions, depending upon the coefficient values and ratios.

The importance cfa, NU, and Lp is widely recognized. In the vicinity of

stall) aerodynamic moments generally become highly nonlinear functions of

both m and p and the cross-coupling derivatives%f N. and Mý can become

quite large at p j O.

The Vol. I analysis also identified key closed-loop departure para-

meters (Table 2). These are associated with the numerator factors (roots)

for the vehicle over which active piloted control is being exerted.

TABLE 1. KEY OPEN-LOOP DEPARTURE PARAMETERS

Negative Nba or N5DH Roll Reversal

Positive MP Pitch Up

tf3 fmc 4p Wing Rock

NP., NM Nose Slice

MP Roll Divergence

TABLE 2. KEY CIOSED-LOOP
DEPARTURE PARAMETERS

Roll ReversalAileron w2 Wing Rock
Maneuvering i - -C Roll Departure

Control d Cndyn

1/Tm Nose Slice

Rudder or
SAileron N

"Maneuvering Nose Slice
Control

4:7
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For aileron-only maneuvering control a key parameter is the ratio of

4to c. The ratio is proportional to LCDP/Cnd (as shown in Refs.

and 5), which at zero sideslip derives from the nondimensional forms of

the aerodynamic coefficients of Table 1:

Cn•t [1 -n aCn5,C

= I z sin
LCDP Z -1 U2a-c;l~

CCn cr cos - F- C sinc

Undesirable ratios lead to open- or closed-loop t-oubles such as roll re-

versal, pilot-aggravated wing rock (PIO), and ro.. departure. In the

presence of sideslip, the expressions become complicated by additional

terms involving Cue, Mn , CmW, and trig functions of •.

Two additional closed-loop departure parameters for either rudder or

aileron maneuvering control are identified in Table 2. However, these

have no bearing on the airframe open-loop departure characteristics of

interest in this volume) and will not be further discussed.

B. CONFIGURATIONS AND PREDICTED HIGH
A0A CHARACTERISTICS

Table 3 summarizes the six-configuration matrix employed in the over-

all program. The configurations are identified on the left; in the center

are the aerodynamic terms varied; and on the right are anticipated high

AOA characteristics, based upon analysis and open-loop time responses.

Configuration A has the aerodynamics of the basic F-11J aircraft; Al is an

unaugmented airframe and A2 has lateral/directional augmentation added

(see Part III, Appendix I). For Al a sequence of wing rock, roll reversal,

nose slice, and finally rolling departure is predicted with increasing

AOA. For A2 the augmentation system and a lateral stick-to-rudder cross-

feed are expected to minimize or eliminate the roll reversal and wing rock

departure warnings. Thus, the predicted characteristics are nose slice,
followed by rolling departure. For B, the aerodynamic roll damping para-

meter, Cip, was increased. This aero configuration was used only with the

Al A
'• • . .. ... ... .... • . . . V , , . , ,• • ° ;!•
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TABLE 3. CONFIGURATION MATRIX

CCNFIGITRATION FCS AERO VARIANT PREDICTED
CH{ARACTERISTICS

"Al Basic Basic F-4J Wing rock
HillRoll reversal

Nose slice

Roll depart

A2 Aug Nose slice
Roll depart

Basic Increased CA Roll reversalCp Nose slice

Roll depart

CI Basic Increased C Wing rock
1P m < 45 Roll reversal

Decreased CA, Roll depart

02 Aug Cn~dyn > 0
None

LCDP > O

Basic Increased Cn Wing rock
Decrase> 15 Roll reversal
ee Pitch-up

Positive Cm.

5I



basic manual control system in order to compare the high AOA stall/

departure characteristics of an aircraft with naturally high roll damping

(Configuration B) with that obtained with artificially augmented roll

damping (Configuration A2 ). For B,. predicted departure characteristics

are roll reversal, nose slice, and rolling departure. With the large

roll damping of this configuration wing rock should not be present.

For C, the rolling moment coefficient as a function of m and 1 was

modified in the AOA range between 15 and 45 deg tQ approximate that

of the F-14A aircraft. The unaugmented Configuration C1 is predicted

to exhibit wing rock, roll reversal, and rolling divergence with in-

creasing AOA but no nose slice. An augmented flight control system

was also employed with C to determine if it would improve or degrade

the departure characteristics of this configuration. The airframe

and flight control characteristics were selected so that Cn~ 0yn and

LCDP are both greater than zero throughout the usable AOA range for

the configuration. On the basis of these parameters, no departure

tendency would be anticipated for this configuration. Finally, D

employed altered static yawing moment characteristics for AOA greater

than 1ý deg to increase C., and decrease Cn,. The end result is an

airframe mildly directionally unstable at AOA greater than 25 deg,

which should exhibit wing rock and roll reversal warnings. A second

modification incorporated in D was a change in sign of Cmý to provide

positive pitching moment with sideslip. This should result in pitchup,

which would be expected to aggravate any high AOA departure character-

istics. All other configurations had negative C For the investi-

gation of the Bihrle criterion, only the unaugmented configurations are

employed, since the criterion was derived on that basis.

N1 ,
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SECTION 11

PRDICTION CRITERIA

The susceptibility to, and severity of, departure may be predicted

via the Weissman departure/spin criterion (Ref. 3) as well as the more

recent Bihrle criterion (Ref. 2). Both of these are based upon static

aerodynamic coefficients.

A. WEISSMAN CRITERION

The Weissman criterion, Ref. 3, is a plot of Cnpdyn vs. LCDP divided

into four regions of increasing departure and spin susceptibility and

severity (Fig. 1). This criterion was employed in selecting the static

aerodynamic coefficients which determined vehicle Configurations A

through D. The criterion predicts high departure/spin susceptibility with

strong rolling departures for configurations Al and B, which are identical

here since COZ has no influence on either parameter; moderate susceptibility

and rolling departures for Configuration CI, and no departure for Configura-

tion D. Thus, all regions of departure susceptibility and severity are

exercised with the aerodynamics selected.

B. nI= CRITERION

The Bihrle criterion (Ref. 2) relates roll reversal and departure

susceptibility to the raw static aerodynamic coefficients Cnba, Cno, and

Cj. Figure 2 presents the boundaries for an aircraft exhibiting adverse

On... Two boundaries are included. The upper, dashed boundary is the

roll reversal criterion. Above tho dashed line no roll reversal is pre-

dicted; below the dashed line the aircraft should exhibit roll reversal.

The lower solid boundary is the departure criterion. Again, above the

boundary there is no departure; below the boundary the criterion predicts

a departure.

7



- Region A: No Departures Solid Stall
Sym. Config, Region 0: Mild Rolling Departures Accept-

able Stall Low Spin Suceptibility

Region C: Moderate Rolling Departures-

RegionD: Strong Roiling Departures
High Spin Susceptlbillty

A LCDP AO

.001 .01.00 4 .005

.005 -.004 -.003 -002 -.001

"O¢.dyn. A 
001

-.005

Figure 1. Weissman Criterion Predictions

The interpretation is that the Bihrle criterion predicts, for the Air-

craft Cases A and B, roll reverse. above about 10 deg AOA. At approxci-

mately 20 deg A0A the region is entered in which departure might be ex-
pected. Out to 30 deg AOA, C0B is small while Cn3 is large and negative,

so that one would expect a stroiig direcbional divergence or nose slice

characteristic. At yet highex- angles of uttack, C, increases negativel.y

while C, decreases in magnitude; so one might expect =ore of a rolling

divergencu characteristic.

W"I L.[i
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Configuration C, on the other hand, stays somewhat closer to the

departure criterion boundary and is well to the right of the roll reyer-
sal boundary. Therefore, the criterion predicts this configuration to

exhibit significant adverse yaw, roll due to sideslip, and., above 20 deg
AOA, rolling departure.

Configuration D stays closer to both of the criterion boundaries.

It therefore lies in a gray area because a slight shift in either of the

criterion boundaries could change predictions regarding both roll rever-
sal and departure tendencies. The interpretation is that Configuration

D shou]ld have mild, if any, roll reversal characteristics and mild, if

any, rolling departure characteristics.

There is considerable similarity between the AOA loci plots of Figs.

I and 2. This is because LCDP Cno when C, and 0 n5a are small and

Cn~dyn - when Cn, << C,. Thus, one should expect the two criteria

to be substantially in agreement in the region of interest, i.e., where
static or dynamic stability is critically low. The Bihrle criterion,

however, is the sinmpler of the two and therefore may be easier to apply
in the midst of wind tunnel testing.

In summary, the four vehicle configurations selected are predicted to

exhibit a broad spectrum of high AOA departure warning, susceptibility,

and severity characteristics for assessment by the pilots.

10
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SECTION III

BnM1 MA.NEUVM

The Ref. 2 departure/roll reversal susceptibility boundaries were

established from responses of a digital simulation model of an aircraft

to a "canned" full-control-deflection maneuver. The airplane was trimmed

in a 60 deg bank angle turn at 35,000 ft altitude and Mach 0.9. The

control inputs were then applied:

0 t 0; , full trailing-edge up longitudinal control
applied at a rate of 30 deg/sec

* t = 1.5 sec, full lateral control applied at
30 deg/sec to oppose the turn

* t = 8 sec, both controls returned to trim at arate of 30 deg/sec

a Rudder remained undeflected

The last AOA peak magnitude (a) prior to control removal was related

to departure indication. 50 deg ('0 deg above maximum AOA trim) was chosen

as an indication of departure susceptibility. Similarly, studies of peak

bank angle at the time lateral control was removed led to the boundaries

for uncoordinated roll reversals. Reference 2 did not contain time res-

ponse traces, which would have helped in assessing the severity and/or

type of aircraft motions involved.

The aerodynamic configurations developed for this key maneuver-limiting

factor investigation fell within the bounds of the Ref. 2 aero envelopes,

and the vehicle mass and inertia characteristics are similar (see Table 4).

Therefore, nonlinear 6 DOF computer runs of the maneuvers were made prior

to the piloted simulation in order to check the criterion validity and

the severity of resulting motion for our configurations. The principal

deviation between the two investigations is that our vehicles were trimmed

to the 60 deg bank angle at 15,000 ft altitude, 0.46 Mach, ao = 12 deg

and departure is defined as 'a > 4.7 deg (10 deg above maximum trim), whereas

Bihrle used 35,000 ft altitude, 0.9 Mach, with departure defined as a > 50

deg. Our control inputs were identical to those used in Eef. 2; however

, 11



TABLE h. AIRCRAFT MASS AND
INERTIA CHARACTERISTICS

Ref. 2
(Inertial CASES

Model B) A1 , B, 0I,1D

b,ft *0 38.67

%, ft 10 16.o4
L, ft 2  4oc 530.00

W, lbs 33,000 37,000.00
IX, slug-ft 2  25,000 23,850.00

IVy slug-ft 2  135,000 127, h00.00

Iz, slug-ft 2  15•,O00 146,ooo.oo

U. slug-0t 2  -0- 2,210.00

Ref. 2 assumed essentially constant control surface effectiveness over the

AOA range of interest. For this study lateral control effectiveness de-

creased with increasing AOA, starting at a = 30 deg.

Time histories of resulting motions were recorded for 12 sec. To facil-

itate interpretation of the motions, computer-generated images were produced

from the Euler angles e, q, and * at one-second intel.vals. Example traces
and images are presented for Configurations A,, B, C1, and D, in Figs. 3

through 6, respectively. All rates and accelerations are referenced to a

body fixed aircraft centerline oriented axis system.

Three configurations were prone to rapid, violent motions. Configur-

ations A1 and B behaved quite similarly, indicating that aerodynamic roll

rate damping has little influence in departure and post stall gyrations
(PSG). In both cases the aircraft initially followed the lateral stick

command, but then reversed. Excursions in m and p were relatively mild until

roll reversal becamce pronounced. Yaw rate and sideslip then increased rap-

idly (nose slice), and the aircraft pitched down and rolled inverted in op-

position to the stick command. The large sideslip produced a fast roll rate

which, with the large yaw rate, produced a large positive pitch rate due to

12
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inertial cross-coupling. This caused the large increase in AOA. The

strong PSG persisted until yaw rate and/or pitch rate reduced to near zero.

rollowing neutralization of control the aircraft rapidly settled into a

90 deg bank diving turn to the left. Both of these configurations "departed"

on the basis of the Ref. 2 definition of departure, since the last a peak

before neutralizing controls exceeded h7 deg (actually a & 85 deg). Again,

this peak value actually is associated with the inertia-coupled PSG.

Configuration CI initially followed the lateral stick command, but

adverse yaw and the higher C1 produced a more rapid onset of roll rever-

sal. Pitch rate remained small so that inertia-coupled roll PSG did not

occur. The aircraft made one roll about the velocity vector as it con-

tinued to roll after controls were neutralized. Based upon strict adher-

ence to the definition of last m peak ri9or to control removal (^ = 40 deg

at t = 5.2 sec), this did not depart, although AOA was about 53 deg at

the time control neutralization was initiated and the roll opposite to

the command input persisted through 360 deg. (The Ref. 2 analysis did

not consider roll reversal as departure. This also is consistent with

Ref. 14, which requi.res the roll reversal to precipitate PSG, nose slice,

or pitch-up, as in Configurations Al and B, to be considered a departure.)

Configuration D underwent the most severe motions. This was partially

due to pitch-up with sideslip, but more importantly to inadequacy of the

& equation which was defined as.

a=q - tan p (p cos m + r sin m) +Zw/(mVT cos )

Obviously this expression leads to discontinuity where p 90 deg. Pos-

sibly because of divergence associated wiLh the sideslip-induced pitch-

up, sideslip continued to build to 90 deg for this configuration. Thus

vehicle motion following the discontinuity had to be considered invalid.

Even so, the aircraft recovered quite rapidly upon neutralization of con-

trols. Overall, the motions of Configuration D were similar to those of

A, and B prior to the PSG, except the aircraft pitched up instead of down

17



and sideslip built to a larger magnitude. Comparison of the yaw rate acd

pitch rate traces for these configurations indicates D might not be subject

to inertia-coupling PSG if it were not for the & equation discontinuity.

Table 5 summarizes these results of the digital simulation and compares

them with predictions based upon interpretation of Fig. 2. The single

definite discrepancy is with the Configuration C departure results; they

depend upon which A0A peak is selected, and rejection of the continued roll

reversal as a roll departure. However, these results suggest that the

Ref. 2 peak ACA departure definition might be quite sensitive to inertia-

coupling influences, therefore changes in vehicle inertia and/or assumed

roll control power might very well result in a shifting of the boundaries

of Fig. 2. The results for Configuration D also indicate the necessity

for having equations of motion valid through 90 deg ADA and sideslip in

dynamic analysis of post stall gyrations.

TABLE 5. BMHRLE ROLL REVERSAL/
DEPARTURE CRITERION

(Digital Simulation)

CONFIGU- REVERSAL DEPARTURE
RATION

PREDICTIO OBTAINED PREDICTED OBTAINED

A1  Mild Mild Depart Nose slice
and PSG

B Mild Mild Depart Nose slice
and PSG

C1 Strong Strong Depart None

J Mild/none Mild Depart Nose slice

and ?

S i 18



SECTION IV

PILOTED SEThIATION

A. SUUIATION

The piloted simulation was performed at the McDonnell Aircraft Company

in the 20 ft hemispherical fixed base dome identified as MACS-i. Physical

aspects of the simulation are summarized in Table 6 and Fig. 7. The hori-

zon and target are projected on the inside of the hemisphere. The cockpit

is located at the center of the dome. The out-the-window, head-up, and

head-down displays and cockpit layout are as indicated in Table 6. Seat

cues consist of normal acceleration and buffet motion provided through an

inflatable seat bladder. A TV projection of a gimballed model provides

a realistic maneuvering tracking task. Two Air Force flight test pilots,

experienced in high angle-of-attack departure and spin testing, served as

the subject pilots.

TABLE 6. FEATURES OF

PILOTED SIMULATION

FIXED BASE McDonnell MACS-I 20 ft Dome

DISPLAYS Horizon - 360 deg q), 8, 4
HUD - CAS, h, 4, velocity vector

HDD- q), 0, $, m, M, etc.

Sight - Fixed reticle

COCKPIT Basic F-4

SEAT CUES Nz, buffet

TARGET Gimballed model TV projection

PILOTS 2 - USAF Flight Test Center

The aerodynamic and flight control system models are described in

detail in Part III (Ref. 6). The 6 DOF aerodynamic model consisted of

nonlinear coefficients as a function of . and p which were stored in the

digital computer as "look-up" tables. To prevent modeling discontinu-

ities for the extreme maneuvers expected in departure and PSG, aero data



Lngend
I Be3am Splitter
2 Spherical Miri nr
3 Multiplexlngt Btarm Splitter
4 Virtual Image Beam Splitter
5 Crew Station
6 Real Horizon and &t-'sile Projector
7 Real Target Focus Lenses
8 Real Target Mirrors
9 Real Target Projector

10 Sound and Electronic Equipment
I o Pit Areat e a

. 01

r xFigure 7 Manned Air Combat Simulator I

were continuous over the range m = ±180 deg and P = ±90 deg. However, the

coefficients for Configuration A, only reflected F-4J wind tunnel data for

a between 0 and +45 deg and P UP to -+30 deg. Beyond these limits the data

were extrapolated and faired to prevent discontinuities. The other three

configurations were obtained by altering specific coefficient "look-up"

tables as noted previously. The flight control system employed in this

portion of the simulation represented the basic, unaugmented, F-4J.

Equations of motion were altered from those used in the unpiloted simu-

lation in order to eliminate the tan p and cos p problems which occur as

approaches 90 deg with bhe & equation. This involved substituting the *

equation for 6, i.e.,

20
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S= q- tan p (p cos c + r sin a) + Zw/(mVT cos M)

qvT cos T sin P(p cos m +r sin m) + Zw/m

and using simple expressions, = sin-I (W/VT) and p sin -1 (V/VT) for
entry into the aerodynamic coefficient "look-up" tables. Vehicle dynamic

characteristics and responses were validated against the previous unpiloted
simalation results as a check and to insure that the discontinuity noted in

Fig. 6 had been eliminated.

It should be noted that the basic purpose of the piloted si3ulation was
to validate the dominant influence of key aerodynamic coefficients on depar-

ture susceptibility, warning, and motion severity in realistic situations
such as 1 g stalls and tracking maneuvering targets. Thus the aero data and
equations are valid for onset o± departure and PSG, but are not necessarily

valid for fully developed spins or extended PSG. The full-control deflec-
tion Bihrle manetver was employed at the request of the MADC to determine
if results would agree with digital computation runs and to obtain pilot
assessment of results (i.e., are pilot perceptions of departure consistent

with AOA pealzs of, say, 47 or 50 deg?).

So 1 -ULL-CONTROL DEFLECTION RESULTS

Each pilot was briefed on the application of controls for the maneuver.

It was stressed that control activity just prior to full-aft stick should
be minimized, so that angular rates, sideslip, etc., would be small, and
that rudder should not be used. The pilots counted out the timing of

control inputs and flew until a well-timed maneuver was achieved.

Time histories of representative runs are shown in Figs. 8 through 11.
The acceleration nz is measured at the center of gravity, while a' is
referenced to the pilot's station. The angular velocity w represents the
magnitude of a total angular velocity vector:

W Vp 2 +c12+r2
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Figure 8 shows that Configuration Al immediately went into a nose-high

nose-slice out of the initial turn. This was followed by large amplitude

pitch and roll oscillations while turning in the direction of lateral

stick deflection. The large, nearly steady yaw rate and increasing AOA

built toward a flat spin which was broken by early application of forward

stick. The peak AOA is 60 deg at the time of forward stick. All three

angular acceleration traces indicate sharp peaks caused by inertia cross-

coupling during this severe departure. The inertia-coupled PSG persists

long after the application of forward stick. These motions, overall,

bear no resemblance to the unpiloted run of Fig. 3.

Figure 9 presents motion traces for Configuration B. The very rapid

longitudinal input resulted in an AOA of about 50 deg by the time the

lateral input was made. In this run the lateral stick deflection was

exceptionally clean, but above 45 deg AOA lateral roll control effective-

ness was small, and no roll or yaw was initiated. The basic directional

instability slowly built into a nose slice to the right. The large yaw

rate prior to application of forward stick, together with the resulting

large pitch rate, started an inertia-coupled PSG. The last AOA peak prior

to controls release was 37 deg, which is less than the departure criterion

value. The departure was initiated by recovery control application. Again

the motions bear no resemblance to the unpiloted run of Fig. 4.

The time traces for Configuration C1 are shown in Fig. 10. A fairly

clean lateral input was obtained, but non-ideal initial conditions appar-

ently triggered a significant yaw acceleration prior to full lateral stick

deflection. The aircraft then performed a nose slice over the top (out

of the turn) and continued a 360 deg nose-low roll. It settled into a

steep spiral after control release. This configuration departed, whereas

the unpiloted simulation exhibited only a slow steady roll reversal with

little yaw or sideslip.

Figure 11 shows the responses for Configuration D. The pilot did not

get a clean lateral stick input. The inadvertent right stick started a

left yaw rate and positive sideslip. However, the AOA settled out at

2:2
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about 30-35 deg where was near zero. The aircraft responded to the

full aft stick and performed what amounted to an inverted stall prior to

entering a PSG. Again, results were completely different from the unpi-

loted runs of Fig. 6.

Peak AOAs achieved prior to control neutralization in the piloted

vs. unpiloted simulations are summarized in Table 7. Significant dif-

ferences were obtained for all configurations.

TABLE 7. LAST ALPHA PEAK PRIOR TO CONTROL REMOVAL

CONFIGU- PILOTED UNPILOTED
RATION S !4ULATION SIMULATION

Al 60 85

B 36 85
C1 58 40

D 44 N.A.

Review of the control deflections for these runs illustrates the

practical problems encountered in applying the full-control maneuver in

a realistic situation:

a) Initial conditions. It was impossible for the pilots
to achieve a true steady state with zero sideslip
at the desired attitude and speed prior to initiating
the maneuver. There always was some off-nominal condition.

b) Timing. It was difficult to apply the lateral control
at precisely 1 5 sec and to remove lateral and longi-
tudinal controls at 6 sec. The latter time was not
considered to be as important as the former because
lateral control effectiveness decreased as AOA increased
and therefore a delay in lateral control input resul-
ted in less rolling acceleration.

c) Rate of application. Control application tended to
be at rates higher than 30 deg/sec. This was not con-

A' sidered to be critical to the results, except as noted

above.
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d) Control fade. With full aft stick applied, application

of full lateral stick resulted in a slight easing of the
longitudinal control. The fade amounted to a decrease in
horizontal stabilator deflection of around 2 deg.

e) Inadvertent rudder deflection. The lateral force required
to deflect the control •Uick often resulted in some bracing
against, and slight motion of, the rudder pedals. The runs
shown in Figs. 8 through 11 show 5r deflections which are
uncharacteristically small.

f) Inadvertent lateral stick deflection. In almost every run
some lateral stick deflection occurred in obtaining full
longitudinal deflection. Figure 9 shows the cleanest such
input for all the runs made. Lateral stick deflections
resulted in an initial 2 to 10 deg aileron deflection into
the turn.

g) Control removal. In some instances, controls were not
returned to trim at the termination of the maneuver, The
5a trace in Fig. 8 illustrates one instance. Since the
Ref. 2 criteria were based on magnitudes prior to control
removal, this would have no effect on the results.

Overall aircraft motion for all four cases was quite different from

that obtained in the unpiloted simulation. Since the maneuver started

at relatively low A0A (12 deg), all aircraft followed the initial, inad-

vertent lateral stick command into the turn4 As AOA increased, the

adverse aileron yaw created an initial yaw rate and sideslip out of the

turn. Due to the rapid longitudinal stick pull, the AOA was high enough

when the intentional lateral stick deflection was made that lateral sur-

face effectiveness was very low, Thus, the aircraft motion was dominated

by the initial sideslip (generally opposite to that obtained in the unpi-

loted simulation) and basic high AOA directional instability.

0. OITZRLA ASSESMT

The pilots rated departure susceptibility of each configuration on

the basis of tracking a target in three maneuvers: straight-ahead climb,

maneuvering climb, and wind-up turn. The bank-to-bank and wind-up turn

tracking task maneuvers were.similar to those recently developed for
flight test evaluation of flying qualities (Refs. 7 and 8). Table 8

28
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TABLE 8. DEPARTURE SUSCEPTIBILITY
ASSESSMENT BASED ON TRACKING TASKS

DEPARTURE SUSCEPTIBILITY
PILOT

CONFIG. PITT_
RC.. JF

A, R ES

B S ES

C1  S S-ES

D R R

presents departure susceptibility ratings given by each pilot using (sup_

posedly) the definitions of resistant (R), susceptible (S), and extremely

susceptible NOS from Ref. 4. H~owever, analysis of recoraed pilot commen-

tary and motion strip charts, supported by additional closed-loop analysis,

showed that the pilots were using widely differing tracking and control

techniques and rating criteria.

Pilot RC was cautious and sensitive to onset of instability. He

observed all of the departure onset warnings available and adjusted his

gains to follow the decreasing roll control stability boundary until he

considered path control was no longer possible. Then he initiated recov-

ery controls (stick forward, aileron and ruider neutral) and observed

the resulting aircraft response. He rated the configuration on the basis

of clarity of warning prior to departure.

Pilot JF was much more aggressive in acquiring and tracking the Lar-

get aircraft. He set his roll control gain for stable tracking at low

AOA and did not change it as he rapidly pulled into the higher AOA region.

Thus he suddenly crossed the stabiliby boundary and departed. This pilot

observed no warnings whatsoever due to rapid transition through the warn-

* ing region and penetration into the instability region. As a result he

experienced PSGs of varying severity. Consorquently his ratings were of

* spin susceptibility, rather than departure susceptibility.
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The end result is that, in addition to the influence of static

aerodynamics, the two ratings covered departure and spin susceptibility

and slow vs. accelerated departure entry. Based on the Table 8 pilot

assessments, it may be concluded that the configurations provided the

following characteristics in departures from tracking tasks:

Al - adequate warning for pilot to prevent departure;
but accelerated entry produces motion so rapid as
to cauzse nonrecoverable spin

B - inadequate warning for pilot to detect departure
onset; accelerated entry produces motion so rapid
as to cause nonrecoverable spin

C - inadequate warning for pilot to detect departure
onsetý accelerated entry produces recoverable spin

D - adequatc warning for pilot to prevent departure;
accelerated entry will not produce spin

Finally, it should be noted that the tracking task itself can provide

cues to - or conversely, mask - the onset of departure.

1, Bihrle Criterion

Table 9 presents a summary of results for both the Bihrle Criterion/
<• -3 maneuver and the tracking tasks. The Fig. 2 criterion correctly predicts

departure in terms ok PSG for all four configurations. However the peak

ADA criterion (transient peak more than 10 deg above maximum ADA) is not

satisfied in two cases. Since the full-control-deflecti].on maneuver tended

to produce an accelezated spin entry, it might be expected that results as

observed 'by the pilots should compare well vith pilot JF's spin susceptibi.Lity

ratings fron the tracking tasks - and they do. The agreement is not q0ite

so good in the case cf pilot RC's tracking task induced departure suscepti-

bility ratings. Pilot assessment of the vehicle motions (based on both out-

the-windscreen and instrument panel displays) were not in very good agree-

ment with the Fig. 2 criterion predictions.
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TALE 9. FLUL-CONTROL DEFLECTION MANEUR
VS. TRACKING TASK DEPARTURE SUSCEPTIBILITY

BIHRLE MANEUVER TRACKING TASK

CONFIGUP FIG. 2 MIMT TRACES COMMNTARY RC JF
RATION CRITERION

PREDICT . PSG SPIN DEPART SPIN

AI Depart Depart Yes 50o R ES

B Depart Not Yes 50% S ES

CI Depart Depart Yes 50% S S

D Depart Not Yes 0% R R

TABLE 10. COMPARISON OF WEISSMAN PREDICTED
AND ACTUAL DEPARTURE/SPIN

SUSCEPTIBILITY RATINGS
DE INPAIýRTE SU CEBTIBILITZ

L___ I __

C PONFIG. PIED. RU...

Al ES R ES

B ES E S

D R ®R %

2. Weissman Criterion

A comparison between departure/spin susceptibility predicted by the

Weissman criterion end the tracking ratings provided by the two pilots is

shown in Tabie 10. Ratings substantially in agreement with prediction are

,b',wr in boxes, Obviously the aggressive pilot (JF) observed the worst

posi itble characteristics of each unaugmented configuration as predicted

by tha cr4,ýterl on. The less aggresaive pilot (RC) excperienced something

quite different for Configurations A aid B. Again, this pilot was pri-

imarily rating departure waxiiing and onset. He therefore initiated recov-

ery at lower AOA aud did not experience the same spin characteristics as JF.
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Overal2, these results show excellent agreement regarding spin suscep-

tibility. One important difference between prediction and simulation was

the nature of departure. Figure 1 predicts predominantly rolling departure

with no indication of yaw departure. Our Configurations Al, B, and D) exhi-

bited initial yaw excursions sometimes followed by roll. Configuration CI

exhibited three different departure modes (see Ref. 1) which were dependent

upon control application at onset of departure, However, a rolling motion

did predominate. Thus, the Weissman criterion left something to be desired

in identifying the nature of departure observed by the pilots.

A piloted, fixed-base simulation assessment of the full-control deflec-

tion maneuver utilized in establishing the high AQA departure criterion

boundaries of Ref. 2 was performed to determine if results would agree with

unpiloted (programmed input) simulation and to obtain pilot assessment of

maneuver validity in evaluating airframe departure susceptibility.

Piloted versus unpiloted results did not compare well. Non-steady and

off-nominal initial conditions prior to full-control-deflection inputs have

a strong influence on vehicle motion. Our pilots had considerable diffi-

culty matching the pure (non cross-coupled) surface deflections used in the

digital computation runs. The resulting early disturbances, together with

mistimed surface deflections, nroduced considerable variability from run to

run. Often the piloted simulating results have little resemblance to the

unpiloted runs.

Motions observed from the piloted and unpiloted simulation strip chart

traces regarding PSG and spin were in agreement with the Fig. 2 criterion

prediction. However, pilt assessments of the vehicle motions were not in

good agreement with criterion predictions. Usefulness of the maneuver in

assessing departure susceptibility was questioned because the entry is so

sudden that there is no opportunity to assess any warning or departure

resistance tendencies that may exist,
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On the other hand, pilot assessment of airframe spin susceptibility I
via the Bihrle maneuver was in fairly good agreement with tracking task

results. Thus it appears the maneuver may hold promise as a spin suscep-

tibility criterion.
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BZCTION V

During the piloted simulation assessment of the full-control deflection

maneuver, it became apparent that inertial cross-coupling moments might be

dominating vehicle motion. In particular, .t appeared that the large

excursions in AOA might be caused by inertia.coupled pitching accelerations.

Therefore, for a few runs, inertia- and aerodynamic-induced pitch acceler-

ation contributions were generated and recorded separately along with the

total acceleration (see Fig. 12). These traces clearly demonstrate that

for Configuration D a large negative inertial component dominates at 6

and 8 sec after the control inputs. This reduces positive AOA excursions

which are building at about 7 and 9 sec, respectively, It was previously

noted in conjunction with Figs. 3 and 4 that AOA increased due to inertial

pitch-up for Configurations A1 and B. This is also apparent in Figs. 8 and,

9. Ikurther, coupling appears to dominate roll acceleration traces as well

in Figs. 8 through 11 . Table 11 presents a summary of times when coupling

appears to start and stop in traces of both the unpiloted and piloted runs.

TABLE 11. SUMMARY OF
INERTIA COUPLING

INERTIA COUPLING

CASE BEGINS ENDS

A l 5.5 sec 8.0 sec

B 5.5 sec 8.0 sec
C•Q 1 - -

5D sec 7.5 sec

4 Al 3.0 sec 16.0 sec

SB 7.0 sec >25.0 sec

CI 2.0 sec 7.0 sec

D 5.5 sec 11.0 sec
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The Euler moment equations with the complete inertia terms are:

ff(L - Iz) Iz - IZ] r + (Ix - Iy+ I.) Ixzp~ q + Gl4 GlxzN

SI z T x 1X Z 2 ) +
rp + V (r 2 - p 2 ) + - M

I y lyG : l (I x - • ) Ix + Ix• ] p + (l - Iz - X) jxzrI q + GIX + G•xA

where G I/(IIxiz - Iiz); IX, Iy, Izo and Ixz are the moments and product

of inertia with respect to the body axes; andit, M, and N are moments

about the body axes due to aerodynamics and aircraft thrust. If the rela-

tively small IXz contribution is ignored (as was the case in Ref. 2), the

equations reduce to:

p ,y - Iz rq + I C,
Ix Ix

q 7 y rp ly

* Ix S1z P q + zCn

Since the inertia coefficient of the q equation is positive, then posi-

tive r and p produce pitch-up moment and increased ACA (as in Figs. 3,

B, 8,and 9) while positive r and negative p produce pitch-down moment

and decreased AOA (as in Figs. 11 and 12).

Reference 2 indicates that the departure criterion was influenced only

slightly by inertia changes, despite the fact that the peak AOA (a) during

control input was used to define departure. In that investigation only the

cross-coupling terms (Iz - Ix) and (Ix - Iy) in the equations of motion were

varied to approximate airframes differing in mass distribution into or away

from the fuselage (change in Ix). It was assumed that I. - 1z did not change.

The individual inertias (Ix, ly, and Iz) were not varied; in particular,

changing Ix would have influenced the inertia term of the roll acceleration
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equation as well as all aerodynamic acceleration and damping characteris-

tics. Thus, the balance between inertia coupling and aerodynamic counter-

acceleration or restoring moments was altered only in the 4 and i equations.

It will be recalled that the inertias used in this and the Ref. 2

investigations are nearly identical, and the aerodynamic variations are

quite similar. All of the simulation traces show inertial coupling to

predominate during large, sustained yaw-i:ute excursions. Thus the prin-

cipal coupling is into j via rp and j via rq. It seems apparent that if

the individual inertias Ix or Iy were to be changed, there would be a

corresponding change in the roll and yaw accelerations achievable due

to control surface deflections and static aerodynamic instabilities.

Hence there would be a change in the pitch inertia-coupling drivers.

By analogy, the same is true for roll acceleration.

Based on the vehicle motions observed in this simulation investig-

ation, the peak AOA excursions obtained and the propensity to PSG were

significantly influenced by inertial coupling. Again noting the similarity

between the vehicle configurations used in this and the Ref. 2 investlg-

ations, it appears that broad applicability of the Ref. 2 criterion might

be limited by inertia differences.

" it
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I
SECTION VI

SUMAMY AM CONCLUSIONS

A piloted simulation assessment of the Ref. 2 fAll-control-deflection

departure maneuver was performed as a part of an investigation of high

AOA maneuver limiting factors. The basic purposes were to:

* Compare simulation and computation results

0 Test the Bihrle departure criterion using
independently derived (but similar) vehicle
configurations .1

0 Obtain pilot assessment of the maneuver's
value

A comparison of the Bihrle and Weissman departure criteria was also made,

since the latter was a factor in selecting the aerodynamic configurations

used.

Comparison of the piloted inputs vis-a-vis computer-programmed inputs

shows widely differing results. The piloted simulation maneuvers were much

more prone to violent departure and PSG. Responses to control surface de-

flections differed widely due to nonideal trim conditions prior to control

inputs. It was &.4:ficult for pilots to achieve pure (non cross-coupled),

precisely-timed control inputs. The vehicle responses and departure char-

acteristics were quite sensitive to all of these nonideal conditions.

Results were in reasonable agreement with the Bihb,'lu departure criterion,

since that had forecast daeparture for three configurations and marginal sus-

ceptibility for the fourth. All four produced departure and PSG in the pi-

loted simulation. However, results were not consistent with either the peak

ACA departure definition used in Ref. 2 or with the pilot assessment of the

aircraft motions.

Overall, predicted versus actual departure tendencies and characterist-

"ics were more consistent between the Weissman criterion and pilot assessments

during closed-loop tracking tasks. The pilots also questioned the usefulness

and practicality of the open-loop full-control-deflection maneuver.
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Pos't-nose-slice departure miotions obtained in both the piloted and.

u1npiloted siinlations were d~ominated by inertia-coupled PSCG which then,

influenced the AOA excur'sions obtained. The vehicle motions observed

indicate the Bibrle criteria boundar'ies might be valid only for aircraft

having iner'tia values comparable to those u~sed in this and the Ref. 2

studies. It is recommended that this be investiga~ted f'urther.
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